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GUIDELINES FOR MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSICN 

ELIGffiiLI'IY: At least one author rrust be a rrem
ber of NAEC. 

SUBMISSICN: Three copies of the nanuscript 
should be sul::rnitted. A nanuscript can be sul::rnit
ted at aJ¥ tirre but the fall issue is reserved 
for the proceedings of the annual meetings. All 
other papers will be published in the spring 
issue. 

TITLE PAGE AND ABSTRAcr: On a separate page list 
the title of the paper, the authors, their titles 
and affiliations, and an abstract not to exceed 
100 words. 'Ihe title will be repeated on the 
first page of the lffiilSucript but not the authors ' 
~. 

'IYPIID: 'Ihe nanuscript sha.!ld be cyped on 8-1/2 
x 11 standard weight paper and all ITB.terial in
cluding references and footnotes should be double 
spaced. 

TABLES: Each table shoold be en a separate page 
in camera reaqr oondition. Titles should be short 
and descriptive. 

FIGURES: Prepare on heaw white paper using 
india irk or other ITB.terials suitable for photo
graphic reproduction. M::>st will be reduced so 
cypescript should be avoided. 

MATHEMATICAL OOI'ATICN: Use only essential nota
ticn and use standard cype to the extent pos
sible. Asterifks, primes, etc., should be used 
instead of tildes, carats, etc. 

FCO'INOTES: In general, the use of footnotes 
should be avoided. Use footnotes only for non
reference ITB.terial. Number them consecutively 
and cype double spaced on separate pages at the 
end of the nanuscript. Arrj ad<no.~ledgements 
should be the first footnote and it should not be 
numbered. 

REFERENCES: List references alphabetically and 
unnumbered on a separate page or pages at the end 
of the ITB.nuscript with the heading, "REFERENCES." 
List only those actually cited. Refer to refer
ences 1:¥ the ~ of the authors. Cite the year 
of the publication if an author has ITOre than one 
reference cited. If there is ITOre than one in a 
given year then use, e.g., 198la, 198lb. Authors 
can be referred to in the text parenthetically as 
(Smith) or (Jones 1981) or (Smith p. 5) or the 
names can be used as part of a sentence such as 
"Smith and Jones ITB.intain ••• " 

RE.VIEW: All rranuscripts sul::rnitted will be ref
ereed cy the editorial board and others selected 
for their professional conpetence. Papers pre
sented at the annual rreeting will noriTB.lly be 
printed in the proceedings issue (fall) but may 
be subjected to additional revie.~ at the discre
tion of the editor. 

PAGE 011\RGE: A page charge is billed to the de
partment or agency after the article is accepted 
for publication. 
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